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 Jim Eischen is a California attorney with over 30 years of experience representing commercial interests
locally, nationally, and internationally. His clients have included life science companies, national healthcare
enterprises, medical groups/physicians, software/IT companies, health plans, industrial enterprises, financial
institutions, real estate developers/managers, and telecommunications conglomerates. He has extensive
experience managing all facets of business representation, from formation to contractual relations and
managing disputes and transitions.
 Since 2009, Jim has worked with clients in matters involving health care and privacy licensing and regulatory
issues, including Medicare compliance and physician compensation and private direct fee business modeling
and compliance. Jim has experience structuring physician practice purchase and employment structures, and
assisting companies delivering wellness products or programs, to ensure reimbursement and privacy
compliance.
 Graduated from the University of California at Davis School of Law in 1987.
 Professional Memberships: Chair, ABA Tort Trial & Insurance Practice Section Medicine and Law
Committee, Vice-Chair, TIPS Health and Disability Insurance Law Committee, Dispute Resolution
Committee, San Diego County Bar Association Law & Medicine Section, Attorney-Client Relations
Committee; American Academy of Family Physicians healthcare compliance educator.
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WHAT DO I WANT?
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

What is my vision of care or service?
Private medicine diversity: a lot going on....
Are all components of my vision the practice of medicine?
Can I implement my vision and remain in Medicare and/or
private plans?
Am I assessing plan risks and rewards rationally?
Can what I offer be framed as a “medical expense” to enable
HSA/HRA/FSA funds?
Patient agreements: best practices? (pun intended)
Data Privacy: yes
Marketing: personalize and substantiate
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This starts with you….
• What’s your dream scenario to deliver care/services?
• Not based on plan requirements, but based on your
medical judgement?
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So Let’s Talk Business . . . .
• “The secret of getting ahead is getting started. The secret of getting started is
breaking your complex overwhelming tasks into smaller manageable tasks,
and then starting on the first one.” –Mark Twain, American Humorist and
Author

• “The way to get started is to quit talking and start doing.” –Walt Disney,
Co-Founder, Disney
• “Whether you think you can, or think you can’t -- you’re right.” –Henry
Ford, Ford Motor Company Founder
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Topics We Will Cover Today
• Private Direct Medicine Models: What’s Out There?
• Private Direct Medicine Model Formation: A Quick Primer &
Options
• The Forks In The Road & Navigating Medicare
• Pricing/Marketing
• Data Privacy 101: Compliance Solutions
• Business Dealings: Identifying Compliance Issues
• Looking To The Future
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Private Direct Practice Model Brands
• “Concierge”
• “Direct Primary Care/DPC”
• “Functional Medicine” or “Integrative” (or
“Cash”)
• ”Connected Care” (or none of the above….)
• More to come!
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Why Care About Medicare?
• Must not charge private fees for Medicare-covered
services (unless opted out)
• Roughly 55 million Americans on Medicare &
typically seeking primary care services
• Private direct practices are designed to:
• Charge private fees for services not covered by Medicare; or
• Involve physicians opted out of Medicare
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Fee For Non-Covered Service Models
If Medicare Participatory:
• Allocate private patients fees to services NOT
covered by Medicare
• Bill Medicare for what Medicare covers
• If private plan in-network: may bill private plans for
what those plans cover (and may bill plans as out of
network)
• Examples: MDVIP, Cypress, Concierge Choice,
Special Docs, Nextera (and many integrative/FM
practices….)
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What Is Not Covered By Medicare?
• Annual routine regardless of condition physicals (or “checkups”) not
delivered based on medical necessity
• Integrative or “Complimentary” services—remain outside Medicare
(if not bundled with allopathic covered care)
• Exams or tests or services in excess of Medicare frequency or
requirements
• “Health coaching” or “health data support” or software/platform
subscriptions—basically services that do not constitute healthcare
• Communication services/amenities directly connected to noncovered services
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What Does Medicare Cover That
Might Surprise Me?
• Expanded care coordination (includes electronic
communication)
• CCM/chronic care management—separate written patient
agreement no longer required (includes varying levels of
electronic communication and access to physician)
• 24/7 electronic communication that may include
communications to schedule or follow-up covered services
• “Access” to Medicare participatory physicians: can’t
charge an “access” fee
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Anticipated Medicare Coverage
Expansions
• CCM/99490: only 1% US adoption despite favorable
reimbursement per GAO
• anticipate further expansion with easing regulations
• worth evaluating & can be compatible with private direct
models
• MIPS/MACRA: anticipate further delays with roll-out
($100k or less….)
• Bundled reimbursement reforms slows
• Medicare and telehealth—recent proposal
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Kaiser Health News: ”Doctors Give
Medicare’s Proposal To Pay For Telemedicine
Poor Prognosis”
• Trump administration exploring Medicare-funded telehealth
($14 for 5-minute check-in phone call)
• Physicians express concerns, MedPac criticizes as triggering
excess spending without evidence of improved quality
• AAFP lauds effort to increase primary care reimbursement
• The moral: ongoing confusion on restructuring planreimbursed primary care—and charge for electronic
communication with careful planning
• https://khn.org/news/doctors-give-medicares-proposal-to-payfor-telemedicine-poor-prognosis/
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Can’t I Just Charge Medicare Eligibles One
Price, And Non-Eligibles Whatever I Want?
• No
• Carve-Outs: OIG disfavors
• Models that purport to treat federal payor patients and nonfederal payor patients differently to achieve federal
compliance raise significant risks of non-compliance.
https://oig.hhs.gov/fraud/docs/advisoryopinions/2013/AdvOpn
13-03.pdf
• Happy 65th Birthday/Happy 62nd Birthday (early Social
Security elector)/Sorry About Your Disability/Sorry About
Your End Stage Renal Failure: You’re Kicked Out Of My Cash
Practice?
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Medicare Opt-Out/Cash
(Free At Last?? Or Not So Fast….)
• Must formally opt out of Medicare via filed affidavit
• Hiding does NOT equal opt-out!
• Often branded “Concierge” and more often branded
“DPC” or “Direct Primary Care” (And some
integrative/FM practices)
• Sometimes branded “Cash”
• Examples: Qliance (sadly gone), Access Health, Most
DPC-branded practices, MedLion, MD2
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Medicare Opt-Out/Cash Models
• Allocate private fees to virtually all healthcare, no
allocation needed to avoid Medicare assignment violation
• But: must take care to avoid allocating private fees to
emergent or urgent healthcare (covered), or to electronic
health records (state/federal laws)
• Watch opt-out requirements (quarterly windows to opt out)
• Watch opt-back requirements (30 day window every two
years)
• May not provide services billed to Medicare
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Medicare Opt-Out Requirements
So, you want out of Medicare. . .?
For good reasons (i.e. not politics?)
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Opting Out
While opted out of Medicare:
• Except for emergency services, services provided only through
private contracts. See 42 C.F.R. § 405.440.
• Must not submit a claim to Medicare for any service furnished to
a Medicare beneficiary.
• Do not receive direct or indirect Medicare payment for services
to Medicare beneficiaries privately contracted.
• A patient who has not entered into a private contract and who
requires emergency services may not be asked to enter into a
private contract.
• Opt-out Affidavit is binding.
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Should I Opt Out?
• I don’t know—each physician decision is personal
• Generally:
• Are the reasons political or fear-based, or rational? (Is
political thinking rational lately?)
• Loss of plan revenues (even if limited)
• Loss of locum/part-time/hospital work—tough for younger
professionals
• Unable to integrate with plan-integrated models
• Are plan risks rationally assessed?
• I know, you don’t care and want to opt out
anyway….fine….
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While Opted-Out….
• Opt-Out Status Follows Physician, Not Tax ID/Entity
• Cannot Work For Medicare Reimbursed Services
• Be Very Cautious About Moonlighting/Locum/Part-Time:
Safest To Presume Not Possible As Opt-Out (But, As
More Practices Opt-Out, Opportunities To Work For
Opted-Out Practices May Increase)
• Annual or Monthly Fees: May Not Be Submitted To
Medicare/CMS
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Opt-out: Compliance Requirements
• Affidavit in accordance with
§40.9, signed private contracts
in accordance with §40.8
• The physician/practitioner
complies with the provisions of
§40.28 regarding billing for
emergency care services or
urgent care services
• The physician/practitioner
retains a copy of each private
contract that the
physician/practitioner has
entered into for the duration
of the opt-out period for
which the contracts are
applicable or permits CMS to
inspect them upon request
www.cms.gov/Outreach-and-Education/Medicare-Learning-NetworkMLN/MLNMattersArticles/downloads/MM6081.pdf
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Opt-out: Noncompliance Consequences
• All private contracts are null and void.
• Opt-out of Medicare is nullified.

• The physician or practitioner must submit claims to Medicare for all
Medicare covered items and services furnished to Medicare beneficiaries.
• The physician or practitioner or beneficiary will not receive Medicare
payment on Medicare claims for the remainder of the opt-out period, except
as stated above.
• Limiting charge provisions. (1) http://www.healthlawpolicy.org/wpcontent/uploads/2013/01/spring_2008.pdf (2) https://wwwcdn.law.stanford.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/carnahan.pdf.
• The practitioner may not reassign any claim except as provided in the
Medicare Claims Processing Manual, Chapter 1, “General Billing
Requirements,” §30.2.13. (For more information about the General Billing
Requirements refer to
http://www.cms.hhs.gov/manuals/downloads/clm104c01.pdf on the CMS
website).
• The practitioner may neither bill nor collect any amount from the beneficiary
except for applicable deductible and coinsurance amounts.
• The physician or practitioner may not attempt to once more meet the criteria
for properly opting out until the 2-year opt-out period expires.
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Opt-Out Patient Agreements
• Must include specifically mandated terms for optedout physicians.
• Must maintain opt-out compliant written agreements
with all Medicare Eligibles.
• Recommendation: Use one patient agreement for all
patients.
• Avoid promising emergent care for private fees.
• Implement with all patients (don’t carve out)
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Opted-Out & Mixed Models
• Possible To Combine Opted-Out
Physicians With Participatory Physicians?
• Consult Competent Healthcare Counsel
To Structure Properly!
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MACRA & Other Opted-Out Time Frames
• Opt-Out Windows
• First Time vs. Ongoing
https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/static/dab/decisions/aljdecisions/2014/cr3155.pdf

• Two Years Mandatory
• Cannot Rescind (Exception: First Time/90 Days)
• Automatic Renewal (For Another 2 Years – Calendar Your
Possible Medicare 30-Day Return Window!)
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Medicare Participatory Models:
Must Private Direct Physicians Opt Out? No!
• Not all heatlthcare professionals must opt-out!
• Roughly 80% of private direct practice physicians
remain medicare participatory
• Three speeding tickets since the late 1990’s—pretty
safe drivers!
• Orthodoxy vs. Practicality--weigh pros & cons
• Beware Of Simplistic Legal Guidance!
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What about Medicaid and HMO?
• Cannot opt out of Medicaid
• State laws generally prohibit added patient fees for
healthcare provided to HMO/Medicaid eligibles
• “Connected Care” may work……. (services/products
not constituting practice of medicine)
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Connected Care: Not Branding “Concierge” or “DPC” But
Charging Patients Added Fees
• Medicare/plan participatory
• Not “concierge” or “DPC” branded
• Allocate private fees to “not healthcare” such as health
coaching, technology services, online
platform/communication system subscription
• Examples: IORA, OneMedical, Oak Street, Omada,
Docent, ChenMed, WellMed, Mosiac, Aledade, Arivale
(not practicing medicine, genomic testing plus health
coaching)
• Medicaid & HMO eligibles may participate
© Jim Eischen 2018
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Fitbit launches new enterprise platform for
health and disease management

https://medcitynews.com/2018/09/fitbit-launches-new-enterprise-platform-for-healthand-disease-management/?mc_cid=beae9f35a8&mc_eid=646e68768f
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Rock Health: ”An Entrepreneurs’ Market Leads
to Digital Health’s Biggest Quarter Yet”
• With one quarter to go, 2018 has already surpassed 2017 as the largest venture
funding year yet for digital health companies
• Fundraising rounds in digital health are bigger, at every stage
• Investors are supporting the shift to healthcare at home
• Corporate VCs are flexing their pocketbooks while deepening strategic partnerships
• Big tech’s continued push into healthcare: a rising tide lifts all boats?
• Exits remain sluggish, with digital health companies proving to be the most likely
acquirer for other digital health startups
https://rockhealth.com/reports/q3-2018-an-entrepreneurs-market-leads-to-digitalhealths-biggest-quarter-yet/?mc_cid=3c3dea9d96&mc_eid=646e68768f
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Mobile Health News: AMA helping ensure
health tech innovation is physician-led
• AMA acknowledges need to integrate physicians into
digital health innovation
• Physicians: central to connected health solutions to
provide necessary medical judgment?
https://www.mobihealthnews.com/content/how-amahelping-make-sure-health-tech-innovation-physician-led
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WaPo: ”For millennials, a regular visit to the
doctor’s office is not a primary concern”
• “Calvin Brown doesn’t have a primary care doctor — and the peripatetic 23-yearold doesn’t want one.”
• “Many young adults are turning to a fast-growing constellation of alternatives:
retail clinics carved out of drugstores or big box retail outlets, free-standing
urgent care centers that tout evening and weekend hours, and online telemedicine
sites that offer virtual visits without having to leave home. Unlike doctors’ offices,
where charges are often opaque and disclosed only after services are rendered,
many clinics and telemedicine sites post their prices.”
• Kaiser Family Foundation national poll: 26% of all adults and 45% of 18-29 yearolds had no primary care provider. Only 12% of people 65 and older lacked a
primary care provider.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/for-millennials-a-regularvisit-to-the-doctors-office-is-not-a-primary-concern/2018/10/05/6b17c71a-aef311e8-9a6a-565d92a3585d_story.html?noredirect=on&utm_term=.42040d813441
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Recent Updates: Summary
• Huge increase in personal health data—where is it
going?
• Who or what will interpret that data?
• Who will guide how health data products and services
integrate into healthcare? Or will primary care vanish
into a free-market of wellness & prevention services?
• How do we frame services and products to account for
generational variations?
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Forks In The Road
• Inside or outside Medicare/plans?
• Employer funding?
• Healthcare, or not?
• HSA/FSA/HRA
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HSA/FSA/HRA & Employer Funding

• I.R.C. § 167(d) & Pub. 502
• Physicals
• Diagnostic services
• Health data/communication plan?
• NOT: Concierge or DPC branded models
• ERISA? IRC/ACA?
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I.R.C. § 71-282 & Publication 502
• IRC Ruling Section 71-282 provides amounts paid by a person for the
“storage and retrieval of personal medical information by a computer data
bank” are deductible by the person, or if paid by an employer, are not
income to the employee.
• Publication 502 states that “amounts paid to a plan that keeps medical
information in a computer data bank and retrieves and furnishes the
information upon request to an attending physician” are medical
expenses.
https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/p502.pdf
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HSA/FSA/HRA: What's Possible?
• Tracks IRC Section 167(d) and IRS Publication 502
• Watch out for "wellness" versus "diagnostic" health
services - - impacts eligibility
• Take care with marketing messaging: you can
unintentionally frustrate HSA/FSA/HRA eligibility
• Strongly consider helping patients utilize these fund
sources
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Private Direct Practice Formation:
Compliance Primer
• How do I form a compliant private direct medical practice?
• How NOT to do it:
• Use the internet and copy what others do….(there are a
lot of outdated non-compliant models out there….)
• Purchase or borrow forms from another practice or
colleague (significant risk of error/non-compliance….)
• Carve-out the Medicare eligibles
• Go dark and hidden without billing Medicare: same as
opting out, right? (No!)
• Promise unlimited care for flat fees (insurance and
consumer protection issues triggered)
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HHS/CMS Defines Lawful
“Concierge Care”

https://www.medicare.gov/coverage/concierge-care.html
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Why Is There So Little Reliable
Guidance?
• Traditional models remain static
• Outdated legacy marketing claims
• Low prosecution rate (the herd not thinned….)
• Forms sharing
• Organizations build enthusiasm with uniformity
• Result: there is no one “recipe” for this (and I hope
there never is….)
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https://oig.hhs.gov/compliance/physician-education/index.asp
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OK, What’s The Right Way To Form
Your Practice Model?

• Your personal vision?
• Forget $ or plan requirements: think science, medicine, personal healthcare
theories, new services….
• Can your vision can be packaged as outside Medicare coverage (a fork in the
road)?
• If yes, form a fee for non-covered service model
• If no, is opting out of Medicare is workable?
• Is your vision uniformly “healthcare” or can aspects be framed otherwise?
• Is employer funding possible?
• HSA/FSA/HRA eligible?
• Express personal vision in patient agreement and marketing
• Consider consultants & national or regional models
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Rationally Mitigating Medicare
Compliance Risks
• Medicare Assignment
• CMP
• Three OIG Alerts: helpful
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Medicare Compliance: OIG Alert #1
• In 2004, a physician from Minneapolis, Minnesota paid $53,400
under the Civil Monetary Penalties Law. The physician charged a
yearly contract for services characterized as "not covered" by
Medicare: (1) coordination of care with other providers; (2) a
comprehensive assessment and plan for optimum health; and (3)
extra time.
• Some services deemed covered by Medicare.
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Medicare Compliance: OIG Alert #2
• In 2007, North Carolina physician paid $106,600 to resolve
Civil Monetary Penalties Law liability. The practitioner and
patients entered into a membership agreement for a patient care
program for an annual fee, providing: (1) annual comprehensive
physical examination; (2) same day or next day appointments;
(3) support personnel dedicated exclusively to members; (4) 24
hours a day and 7 days a week physician availability; (5)
prescription facilitation; (6) coordination of referrals and
expedited referrals, if medically necessary; and (7) other service
amenities as determined by the practitioner.
• Some services deemed covered by Medicare.
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Medicare Compliance: OIG Alert #3
• In 2013, a practice in South Carolina agreed to pay $170,260
for allegedly violating the Civil Monetary Penalties Law. The
practice implemented a mandatory non-allocated “admin fee”
for forms, other services not reimbursed by plans. OIG
alleged that the medical practice knowingly presented or
caused to be presented to Medicare beneficiaries requests for
payment that were in violation of Medicare assignment.
• Mandatory admin fee charged for covered or bundled
services.
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OIG Alerts Summarized
• Not allocating private fees to specific non-covered
services
• Lumped non-covered services with covered services
• All three OIG alerts avoidable
• Traffic fatalities versus shark deaths: assess and
mitigate risk based on statistical incidents and
compliance requirements versus fear-based perception
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Can’t I Just Opt-Out And Do
Whatever I Want?
• Must watch state law issues!
• State insurance laws
• State consumer protection

• Is marketing substantiated?
• Medicaid/HMO
• Medical records access fees: watch out
• Opting out of Medicare not right for everyone
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Plan Integration Versus Disintegration:
Navigating That Fork In The Road

• Medicare opt-out feasibility: may work for some,
but not good for everyone!
• Medicare and private plan revenue: can you
afford to decline all plan reimbursement?
• Medicare and private plan requirements: must
balance both
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Amenity Pricing & Marketing
• Pricing as a behavior modification factor
• Marketing: complex balance of compliance and
persuasion
• Replicating “fee for service” over and over and
over….and expecting a different result….is….
• Plan & system reforms: rejecting fee for service
models for good reasons (so don’t repeat error….)
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Pricing & Marketing Questions
Ask
Yourself:
• What patient/consumer behaviors am I trying to encourage or discourage?
• What does pricing tell my community, peers, and consumers?

• Can I substantiate with evidence, versus claims intended to drive sales without
support?
• Am I educating consumers about better options, hidden values, potential
benefits?
• Telling my story, or, inviting the consumer into a better version of their story?
• Did I consider all of the following with my pricing: i) existing market pricing;
ii) internal patient price sensitivity; and iii) pricing to make reasonable profit?
CHECK-OFF ON ALL THREE!
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Do Your Patient’s Want Electronic
Communication?
• YES!
• They can’t live without their
mobile devices
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Data Privacy: Great Expectations
(& Significant Risks)

• Consumers want privacy protection, particularly
with health records
• Many federal and state agencies focusing on data
privacy regulation/enforcement
• HIPAA: can we just say it does not apply to me?
NO!
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Government Data Says Millions Of Health
Records Are Breached Every Year
https://www.forbes.com/sites/michelatindera/2018/09/25/
government-data-says-millions-of-health-records-arebreached-every-year/amp/?__twitter_impression=true
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Why Can’t I Forget About HIPAA?
• Your care interconnects indirectly with federally
paid healthcare (need not be direct)
• State and federal agencies expect healthcare
providers to comply with HIPAA
• State and other federal privacy laws generally
imitate HIPAA anyway
• No one is OK with skipping health record data
security . . . . .
• Healthcare records: most valuable hack target!
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HIPAA
• The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act of 1996 (HIPAA)
• Electronic personalized health information
• HIPAA Privacy Rule and the HIPAA Security Rule
• Office for Civil Rights (OCR) enforcement
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Basic HIPAA Compliance
Documents
• Notice of Privacy Practices (NPP)
• Business Associate Agreement (BAA)
• Internal Risk Analysis Memo
oWritten internal procedures and processes for ePHI
oEvaluate risks, adopt reasonable standards
oUpdate
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Business Regulatory Compliance:
Watch Out For…..

• Referral compensation
• Sending patients/consumers to
business that you/family own
• Excessive marketing on “discounting”
or providing items of value in
exchange for joining your
practice/model
• Corporate practice of medicine/CPOM
• Marketing!
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THE FUTURE?

POTENTIAL TRENDS
IMPACTING PRIVATE DIRECT
MEDICINE
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CPOM & Enterprise
• CPOM weakness, need for business enterprise funds
to promote health tech solutions = more
biz/healthcare partnerships
• What is "healthcare" or "medicine" with AI &
treatment guidance & behavior modification?
• 32 digital health platforms approved by FDA this
year!
• Better health data=complex health consumer demand
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US Healthcare
Plan Instabilities & Consumer
Considerations
•
•
•
•
•
•

Private fee primary care models as stable solutions
Co-payments, deductibles, out-of-pockets
HSA/FSA/HRA eligibility
Monitor plan/medicare evolution
Rational patient fears about access to healthcare
Competing with retail one-off solutions
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Private Direct Medicine:
Diversity Or Orthodoxy
• Evolution & adaptation
• Staying relevant: integration or
segregation/disintegration?
• Don’t deliver buggy whip services with the Model T
coming soon…..
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Questions?
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Thank You!
JAMES "JIM' EISCHEN, ESQ.
MCGLINCHEY STAFFORD
18201 Von Karman Avenue, Suite 350
Irvine California 92612
D: 949-381-5925
F: 949-271-4040
E: jeischen@mcglinchey.com
@JimEischenEsq
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